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Introduction

Monitor user experience

Kentik is known for empowering those responsible for the
performance of critical network infrastructure with the tools
to answer any questions about network performance. It
wasn’t that long ago that we introduced Kentik Synthetics to
help extend monitoring beyond actual network traffic to test
traffic. Over the past year we’ve been rapidly releasing new
features for our synthetics product line, including industryleading BGP monitoring.
Businesses depend on the performance of their applications
to protect their brands and to grow. Generally, synthetic
monitoring is the active process of simulating visitor or
network traffic to a network-accessible resource to test for
availability, response time and other performance metrics.
These synthetic tests can be targeted at all layers of the stack,
including the network, routing and application layers.
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▸ Browser Page Load
▸ HTTP/API
▸ Transaction Testing
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▸ BGP Event Tracking
▸ AS Path Viz
▸ Prefix Reachability
Tracking
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Page load times
Identify root cause impacting poor
app performance

Key capabilities
Ingest a recorded Puppeteer script
Measure and alert on total
transaction time
Capture screenshots
Capture a full HAR file in the
waterfall view

DNS

Global application agents covering
major cloud providers and regions

▸ DNS Server Monitor
▸ DNS Grid

Private application agents for
Docker, x86 and ARM

NETWORK

Configurable test frequency

▸ IP/Hostname
▸ Mesh/Grid
▸ Agent to Agent

Intelligent alerting and diagnostics

▸ Trace/Path
▸ Autonomous (ASN, CDN,
Country, Region, City)

Key innovations

Kentik continues to move up the stack to give customers
full visibility of any issues that may be impacting users’
experience. We now have added the ability to perform page
load tests and synthetic transaction monitoring to our Kentik
Synthetics offering.
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Performance of user actions through
your site/app

Synthetic test results with context of
real traffic
Alerts plus investigation integrated
with full network context
Simple and affordable pricing
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Page load tests
A synthetic page load test involves generating traffic to a site and evaluating the load performance of
each element of a page. The load order and load duration of each element in the Document Object
Model (DOM) of a page, tested with a page load test, is presented in a waterfall graph.

The Kentik Synthetics page load testing capability gives you:
• Response times for various page load stages
• The ability to see Document Object Model processing time
• Measurements of navigation and app cache timing
• HTTP stages performance metrics
• The ability to add ping and trace tests for network metrics
Kentik page load testing gives you an accurate picture of your users’ digital experience.

Synthetic transaction monitoring (STM)
STM goes deeper than page load testing as the performance of the property being monitored
usually requires some form of data entry, such as a login, before other resources can be accessed.
For instance, every e-commerce site has many internal and third-party components which enable a
customer to shop, including login, search, recommendation engine, product catalog, payment and
delivery options. Delays or errors in any of these steps can impact the customer experience and lead
to lost revenue. STM will enable you to benchmark the performance of each of these elements and
troubleshoot specific performance issues.
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Synthetic transaction monitoring use cases
Most use cases for STM fall into two categories:
• Testing the responsiveness of the steps in an app that you own from various geographic regions. An
example is that you want to simulate your customers’ experience in your e-commerce store from
dispersed geographies.
• Testing from your locations to a set of commonly used apps. The best example of this use case is a
multi-location corporation that wants to monitor the response times of apps used by employees at
different locations/offices, such as Zoom and Microsoft Office.

Steps to perform STM in Kentik
1. Mimic the actions of your users
as they would log into your
application and perform a
transaction.
2. Records these actions using
Chrome DevTools.
3. Open your Kentik account and
create a new Transaction Test in
the Synthetics module.
4. Paste the script.
5. Select the agents (private or
public) that you’d like to select
from.
6. Run the test.
STM tests can be set as both
automatic and periodic on time
intervals. Users are able to test
from hundreds of Kentik public
test agents and private agents can
easily be deployed.
STM configuration in Kentik
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Kentik STM results
Results of synthetic transaction monitoring tests on a timeline:
• Results are shown over a period of time which you can edit.
• Lags in performance are colored – orange is a warning and red is critical, measured against static or
dynamic baselines.
• The graph shows total completion time – selecting a point on the line will indicate total completion
time and the rolling standard deviation baseline.
• Screenshots captured during the transaction process are included.
• The Waterfall tab shows the load order and load duration of each element in the DOM of every page
visited.

Transaction monitoring test results in the Kentik portal depicting completion time
with screen captures of the journey
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Waterfall view of test results in the Kentik Portal depicting load time of page elements

Start a trial – no obligation
Kentik Synthetics is available for a 30-day free trial. Our own public agents are available for you to test
from so there’s no heavy integration work to get up and running – in no time you’ll be performing your
own STM or page load test. For more information on the Kentik STM capability view this webinar or
contact us for a demo.

ABOUT KENTIK | Kentik is the network observability company. Our platform is a must-have for the network front
line, whether digital business, corporate IT, or service provider. Network professionals turn to the Kentik Network
Observability Cloud to plan, run, and fix any network, relying on our infinite granularity, AI-driven insights,
and ridiculously fast search. Kentik makes sense of network, cloud, host, and container flow, internet routing,
performance tests, and network metrics. We show network pros what they need to know about their network
performance, health, and security to make their business-critical services shine. Networks power the world’s
most valuable companies, and those companies trust Kentik. Market leaders like IBM, Box, and Zoom rely on
Kentik for network observability. Visit us at kentik.com and follow us at @kentikinc.
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